Email Comment on Bad Manners & Good Gossip (at
the end) 20-21.04.07

From Lee Evans (a “YBYL Contributor”): “LOL, and crying on the inside. How is
it possible ANYONE has taken idiots like this Delaney seriously, ever, about
ANYTHING?”
From Hank Barnes: “Maybe Mark is a deep-cover, triple agent? Nah, no way.”
From Peter Duesberg (a “YBYL Contributor”):
“Dear Martin Delaney,
I understand from Harvey Bialy and Anthony Liversidge that you are sending out
messages on websites that I am "homophobe".
Assuming that you as a director or ex-director of "Project Inform" are interested
in verifiable information, I invite you to come to my office here at Donner Lab at
UCB and check my email correspondence for the huge, indeed very huge numbers
of emails I have sent out responding to self-identified gay men asking me for
information about HIV, DNA chain terminators and protease inhibitors currently
prescribed as anti-HIV drugs.
Based on my information of the primary consequences of these drugs on the
livelihood of human cells and organisms, I typically discourage gay men and others
from using these drugs. In the light of the biochemical effects these drugs were
designed for my advice is: These drugs are AIDS by prescription.
On the same grounds, I would, however, encourage people to take these drugs, if I
really disliked or hated them.
So - if you practice freedom of information at Project Inform, you may end up
offering me a part time job after reviewing my email files.
Let me know when you come over.
Sincerely, Peter D.”
From Mark: A friend directed me to the little corner of your site that is devoted to
your sick obsession with me. You are a very cruel person. Your mother would
hang her head in shame. You are also a coward. I showed what you wrote to my
family. We're ashamed that you're a jew. You are a discredit to Peter, and don't
think he doesn't know it. Moore is right -- you are the best thing that has ever
happened to AIDS. So long as you live and breath, AIDS Inc. will continue to win
and destroy more lives. If you didn't have all that money, do you think your wife
would stay with such a disgusting person?

